what our clients say about us...
‘We would like to express ADCO/FWEL’s appreciation for the efforts

‘Thank you all for the sterling effort expended by yourselves, which

made by Silvertech in the timely and professional execution of this

resulted in three most successful training sessions. Without exception,

supply. Many of your staff were responsible for this performance; too

the feedback from our offshore personnel has been very positive and full

many to recognise individually. Please congratulate them on our behalf.’

of praise for the way the training was planned and executed... I would be

Abu Dhabi Company for Onshore Oil Operations

grateful if you could pass on our thanks for a job well done, to everyone

& Foster Wheeler Energy Limited

who took part in the training.’
BP Exploration, Schiehallion

‘We would like to thank you, and your colleagues, for all your efforts in
providing us with a most effective and efficient service leading to the

‘In addition to the successful delivery of our systems, Silvertech also

recent successful offshore commissioning of the HVAC Control System.

provided on site installation supervision, commissioning, training, and

We set you a very tall order to design and build this system, commencing

support services including on site engineering and software change

with our first meeting to proceed with the work... you successfully

activity. The flexibility and professionalism of Silvertech’s personnel was

delivered the fully tested panels, to our great satisfaction, - on time

recognised by ourselves and the client, and they were integrated into our

early... This despite a number of changes along the way.’

platform commissioning team. This extended to include the support of

AMEC Engineering

third party package equipment commissioning.’
Sembawang Engineering

‘With the achievement of ‘Gas Contracted Sales to Unit Buyers’...
Britannia has achieved its most important milestone. This milestone also

‘We wish to formally thank you and your project team on Millom West for

marks the end of the Project Commissioning Phase and the

completing the supply of the platform Control System on schedule to

commencement of the Platform Operating Phase. The above

enable our construction program to go ahead as planned.

achievement has been made possible by the efforts of many people, all

Please pass our thanks to everyone at Silvertech who was involved with

who have played a part to ensure the success of Britannia. Nowhere,

this project especially the team involved with the FAT. We are aware of

have these efforts been more significant than those made by the

the dedication of the team during the latter stages of the project to

members of the PCS Team. To metamorphosis the System that was

produce the system on time and for this we warmly congratulate you.’

delivered to site in 1996, to that currently controlling and monitoring the

Genesis Oil and Gas Consultants Ltd

Platform Systems today, is a very significant achievement, and one that
all involved should be proud of.’

‘Silvertech has supplied nineteen control panels for a refinery site at

Britannia Operator Limited

Cadereyta, Mexico. The engineering design and build were completed
on schedule in twelve weeks. The quality and standard of all aspects

‘Gate D of the Thames Barrier was successfully commissioned in the

has been excellent.

time allocated. I would like you to know how favourably impressed I was

I would recommend Silvertech Systems Inc. without reservation.’

with the splendid efforts made by your team to achieve this within the

Siemens Power Generation (KWU)

very tight programme I had set. Their dedicated application to the task
brought great credit to Silvertech.’

‘Could you please pass our thanks and appreciation to the whole

National Rivers Authority (Environment Agency)

Silvertech team for the timely and professional manner in which they
have executed the difficult upgrade of Huntington WTW’s control SCADA

‘I should like to thank you for providing us with assistance during a recent

systems. Achieving, and in many area’s exceeding, the greater level of

breakdown of our production plant... Your men provided a service

plant control and monitoring required by North West Water.

‘second to none’ that evening. They worked very hard from the moment

I was particularly impressed by your teams conversance with the

they arrived, showing great skill and expertise, until some 6 hours later

differing ranges of technologies on site, which lead to the seamless

they had the plant running. Your response to our request was excellent.’
Cyanamid (UK)

integration of our disparate plant wide systems.’
Montgomery Watson Harza

‘Will you please pass on our thanks to Silvertech for the assistance in
commissioning the fine water mist systems on the Forties Charlie MOL
turbines P-04, P-05 and P-06. These machines are critical for
maintaining export of oil from the platform and Silvertech took all of the
necessary precautions to prevent any shutdowns from occurring whilst
the commissioning activities were undertaken.

What our clients say
about us ....

The platform were very nervous initially about undertaking the work,
but by having Silvertech on board gave them the confidence to allow
them to proceed. The work was completed in a very safe manner with
Silvertech taking no chances.’
Wood Group and BP
‘Silvertech has been a vendor/partner to Varco/Schaffer for over four
years, working to develop sophisticated BOP Control Systems for the

‘You will be pleased to hear that the auditors verbally expressed the

Deep Water Drilling Market. The partnership developed between the

view that the work performed by Silvertech in respect of Y2K

two companies is based on a sound working relationship built on

verification of the Platform Control System and Electrical Power Control

mutual trust and sound engineering and manufacturing principles.

System was well structured in approach, well documented and

Over the past four years this relationship has resulted in sixteen

performed to a high standard. I would like to take this opportunity to

systems being successfully commissioned and deployed worldwide in

thank you and your team for their efforts in respect of the Britannia

the offshore drilling industry. These systems form part of the latest

Platform Year 2000 Verification process.

generation of offshore BOP systems that are capable of operating at

AMEC Process & Energy Ltd

ocean depths of up to 10,000 feet.
Silvertech’s consistent performance through many difficult phases of

‘I wish to express my appreciation to Silvertech for their excellent

engineering development has been excellent. Their capability to meet

performance regarding the implementation of four recent projects for

short deadlines and deliveries, whilst maintaining quality has been

Noble Drilling Inc. Noble Drilling contracted Silvertech to design,

exemplary.’

configure / program, and fully integrate critical ballast control solutions

Varco Drilling Equipment

using redundant PLCs. Silvertech also included the operators console
with multiple operator workstations using touch screen graphics for the

‘The project had a safety system scope of approximately 2,600 I/O and

HMI Interface.

260 logic diagrams. The project schedule was extremely tight with little

The systems were delivered on or before the scheduled time in more

float where the safety system was just under the critical path.

than satisfactory manner. Thanks for a job well done.’

Silvertech responded with resources and aggressively deciphered a

Noble Drilling Services Inc.

confusing database, cross referencing it to the logic diagrams. They
communicated with the project team and submitted engineering

‘In recognition of the great contribution that Silvertech have brought to

progress for review by the client in a timely manner.

the BOL operations during the last term, BOL would wish to undertake

Silvertech was aware of the client requested schedule and collaborated

a contract for a further three year term.’

with our engineers to achieve the milestones. The Silvertech work was

Britannia Operator Limited

accurate giving Honeywell engineers confidence in their ability.
Silvertech contributed to a successful project.’

‘I would like you to pass on BP Projects Group and my own thanks to

Honeywell Inc.

the Project Team for an excellent result. In sixteen weeks you have
assisted BP Projects group to develop a recovery plan for the BP

‘On behalf of the Russian Fissile Material Storage Facility Project, I

Bitumen Tanker Filling system, implemented the solution, performed a

wish to commend you and your team for your exemplary efforts in the

successful FAT with BP AMOCO refinery personnel in attendance,

execution of the Integrated Control System for our project. Your ability

created an interface to the ORACLE database and delivered operator

to produce a quality product while maintaining an extremely ambitious

and maintenance training to the end users.

schedule is recognised as an extraordinary achievement and one that

I have received positive feedback from BP AMOCO personnel at all

should be regarded with well earned pride.

levels on both the solution developed and Silvertech’s overall

Your hard work, dedication and the manner in which Silvertech

performance which is something to be proud of.’

conscientiously performed its duties has enabled the Integrated Control

AMEC Services Ltd

System phase of the Russian Fissile Material Storage Facility project to
maintain its critical schedule.
I would like to extend our sincere thanks and appreciation for a job well
done.’
Bechtel
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